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EDITORIAL
.........u15s Girls report continued from Page 13
Another goal from Hollie Craddock early in the second half saw us in the lead at 4-2. But then
Headless Cross came back at us to make it 4-3 and soon it was 4-4. With only about 15 minutes to go
we were getting tired and with no subs, due to an injury to Sarah in the first half, we went 5-4 down then
a scrappy goal went in. So, we lost 6-4. But we should be so proud of ourselves. We played together
as a team, we’re toughening up and had lots and lots of chances that we just couldn’t get into the back
of the net. We need to watch the offside now as we got caught out too many times today. However, the
defenders held strong, midfield played well and the strikers just need to shoot at goal more.Overall, I
was very pleased with the girls performance today. They so wanted to win this game for Martin as he
wasn’t able to be with us today.
Player of the match awarded to Chelsea Smith, an outstanding performance in central defence.
Brinklow 0
Kingshurst Sporting Club 8
We knew from the start of the season that it wasn’t going to be as easy as last year and the
step up to 11-a-side was going to be tough. This wasn’t one of our better performances but at least the
girls heads were still held high at the end. Lots to work on in training and we still need to toughen up a
lot. Thanks to Tom and Tanya from Kingshurst for their words of encouragement to the girls at the end
of the game.
Player of the match awarded to Lauren Robinson for stepping into the
defensive role from midfield without any complaints - as usual!
So, a fairly mixed bag so far, and there’s a long way to go, but we must remain focussed and
continue to enjoy our football, which is what it’s all about. Thanks as usual to all parents and supporters
for the encouragement they’re giving these girls and for helping with taxi duties when we have our away
matches.

Liz Clarke

JH

25 Years Financial Services
Experience giving help with
Protection Products.
Investments
Retirement Planning
For Building & Contents Insurance
We select from a panel of providers
Call for a No Obligation Quote

JH Independent is a trading name of Jalapeno (UK) Limited. Jalapeno
(UK) Limited is an appointed representative of Sage Financial Services Limited
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Declan Mellett
Chairman
Brinklow Football Club

FINANCIAL ADVICE
John Harman

Mobile : 07962037134
Tel: 02476 239250
john@jhindependent.co.uk

Our first edition of ‘ON THE BRINK’ for the new season 2009/2010.
A very warm ‘welcome’ to our new players, parents and families and a
‘welcome back’ to all our players, parents and families who are back for
another season of thrills and spills.
There are a couple of additions to Brinklow this season, after a
stunning season at senior level and due to demand we have introduced a
Senior Reserves team which will run out off a combined senior squad along
with the first team.
Secondly our very successful girls’ team, now under 15’s will be
playing in the Central Warwickshire league at 11-a-side on a Saturday.
In our junior section we now have teams/squads ranging from
micros’ age 4-5 year olds right through to youth (17–18 year olds) making us
one of the largest clubs in Coventry & Warwickshire.
Finally, our aim is to build on the successes we had last season, both
on and off the field, remember play hard but fair and make sure you all enjoy
yourselves.
Best wishes

INDEPENDENT
Independent Financial Advisor

Registered Office
Loft 3, The Ribbon Factory
Coventry, CV1 1FE

FA CHARTER STANDARD DEVELOPMENT CLUB

Kit Coordinator
The club are looking for someone to help organise the selection, purchase
and distribution of club kit and merchandise. The role involves purchase of
football kits, polo shirts, drill tops, tracksuits, footballs etc and would ideally
suit someone in the clothing business although that is not a requirement.
If you are interested in filling this role (or just want to lend a hand) then
please contact Mick Holt who can give supply further detail. Alternatively just
contact one of the committee.

Subscriptions
Please be aware that full subscriptions are required to be paid by all
players by the end of October. Exceptions to this must be in writing.
(Please discuss with your age group manager).
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Painting &
Decorating
Property Repairs

WANT TO ADVERTISE IN
ON THE BRINK?
CONTACT
PAUL WILBY
ON 07760 128221
OR EMAIL
COMMUNICATIONS@
BRINKLOWFC.CO.UK

Contact Steve on
Mob: 07949 651181
or
Tel: 01788 833646
.........u13 Girls report continued from Page 11
follow in the second match versus old adversaries Bedworth Utd. Brinklow running out 7 (D.Hughes 5,
E Haywood 2) -3 winners in this one, with excellent performances over and above the goalscorers in
particular from Grace Berridge in defence and Georgia Watters in goal earning her Player of the Match,
a performance that earned plaudits from both sets of fans.
Unfortunately the fantastic start to the season could not be maintained in the girls third match
versus a very well organised Hinckley Utd, eventually losing 3-0. The big difference between the teams
purely match experience, but despite this there were great performances from Ceri Garner in defence,
and Emma Higginson on the wing. Match four again resulted in defeat, but probably the closest
encounter to date versus Loughborough Foxes - eventually losing 3-2 (D.Hughes 2) and just not getting
the luck in front of goal to sneak an equaliser - oh how we need a SAF Clock! Still pleasing debuts for
Alex Woodhead and great signs that Emily Vincent is returning to full fitness after missing all of last
season through injury.
Overall though a great start to the new season, and expectations are still high for the
forthcoming fixtures with further new signings poised for their debut.
League Pl 4 W 2 D 0 L 2 F 12 A 9 Pts 6 (D Hughes 9; E Haywood 3)
Squad
Georgia Watters - So pleased you’re back, and 2 MOM to boot.
Grace Berridge - Most improved player of the year so far - Keep up the enthusiasm
Lucy Olorenshaw - Brilliant! Never let me down!
Ellis Walton - Solid as ever - a real leader on the pitch - Thank You
Emma Higginson - Getting better with every match - stay determined.
Emily Haywood - Best footballing brain in the team. Goals have been just reward for your efforts.
Danielle Hughes - Great player, with speed, strength and ability to finish.
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.........continued on Page 5

.........u10s report continued from Page 17
make a great run across the edge of the box and shoot towards goal where Taylor was able to deflect
in from close range against his old club. At this point Taylor had the biggest smile of the day on his
face. Rhys then scored again when Jessie played a lovely through ball, and Rhys, one on one with the
keeper, took his time and finished well putting it under the keeper’s body. However any thoughts that
we were going to run away with it were soon put to bed as Binley came back at us well and shaded
the last 10 minutes of the first half. The second half was also even initially but Brinklow eventually got
the fourth when Sam Wash headed on to James who played the ball forward to Shane. He was closed
down by the keeper, but the ball came back to James who finished expertly with the outside of his right
foot. Binley then got a deserved goal as a shot from outside the area found its way through a crowd of
players and past Lachie into the net. However Brinklow had one more goal in them when a good corner
from Taylor was pushed clear by the keeper, but the ball fell to Jessie who powered it into the roof of the
net.
Man of the Match: Rhys Harteveld – Effort award: Ben Sotek
Brinklow Juniors 3
Whitley Juniors (Colts) 2
I think the boys had got a little complacent after the first five games and thought they only
needed to turn up to win. Whitley looked quick and skilful from the off and matched our lads. The game
was tight and eventually Brinklow took the lead as Rhys met a corner from James and side-footed it
into the net on the volley. However as the half wore on, Whitley were continuing to look dangerous and
before we knew it, Brinklow were 2-1 down. Whitley’s first was a shot from the left side of the box which
deflected off Sam Wells, wrong footing Lachie, into the net. The second was when the same player was
given too much time on the edge of the box and another deflected shot found it’s way in. The game
continued to ebb and flow both ways in the second half, Lachie made a great save and Rhys hit the
post before Brinklow really started to exert some pressure. Eventually great work down the left side of
midfield saw Rhys square the ball to Taylor who finished well. Now Brinklow were firmly in the ascendancy and with only a few minutes left, good work down the right side of midfield saw Ben working the
ball to Taylor in the box. With his back to goal he helped it on to James who fired home.
Man of the Match: Sam Wells – Effort award: Taylor Ascroft
It tends to be the forward players who get all the mentions above as they have scored the
goals, but only having conceded 5 goals in six games is great credit to Lachie, Sam Wells, Kieran and
Thomas who have proved to be a very tough defensive line to breakdown. Thanks to Ian for all his hard
work so far this season, to Ben for his excellent refereeing, and also to the parents for the great support
they are giving to the lads and to us. Let’s hope the rest of the season continues in the same vein.

Nick Wash
Brinklow U10s (Blues)
Team:
News:

Antony, Bailey, Ben, Haydn, Jake, Joe, Teddy, Theo, Thom, William G, William W,
U10 Blues would like to welcome Antony, Thom and William G to the team.
U10 Blues and managers would like to thank ‘Microlease Calibration Services for there generous sponsorship allowing the team to be kitted out in new kits, tracksuits and waterproof jackets. The
U10 Blues team have had an outstanding start to the season.
Brinklow 2
Witnash 2
First game of the season and with out new bright yellow and royal blue kits we definitely
looked the part. However after five minutes and two defensive errors we were two nil down, but the
team kept fighting and with a great delivery of a corner ball the ball was thumped into the back of the
net by Jake 1-2. Bailey and Teddy both had chances which went slightly wide of the posts. Fastly
approaching half time and with the chances Brinklow had had the score line should have been about
10-2 in Brinlows favour. The whistle was blown for the second half and with a free kick from Thom, Jake
belted another one in to the back of the net to equalize. From this point on Brinklow were definitely on
top of the game and never looked like losing. Scorers: Jake 2
.........continued on Page 4
Man of the match - Thom
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CLUB OFFICIALS
President

Mr R Chattaway

BRINKLOW STORES
& POST OFFICE

Vice Presidents

Mr P Edmunds (Deceased), Mr T Bramley & Mr M Holt
Committee

Chairman

Declan Mellett

Vice Chairman
Richard Farthing

Secretary
Mick Holt

024 7654 0727 or 07768 366965
email: contactus@brinklowfc.co.uk
01788 833858 or 07703 065384
email: richard@farthing3868.freeserve.co.uk
01788 833051 or 07734 465995
email: secretary@brinklowfc.co.uk

Seniors Secretary
Marie Kearney

Louise & Paul Thornhill

Treasurer

Rucky Griffith

For all your Post Office needs including:

Neil Huddlestone
Paul Wilby

Publicity Officer
Liz Clarke

Committee

Paul Huddlestone

Newsagent – Confectioner – Tabacconist –
Off Licence – Greeting Cards – Toys – Ice Cream

Committee
Peter Day

Committee

Tony Glasscoe

Registration Coordinator
Steve Wilson

Photographer
Steve Hyde

23 Broad Street Brinklow

01788 832529 or 07789 374549
email: mr.griff@virgin.net

Club Welfare Officer & Schools Liaison
Communications

Motor Tax, Cash Withdrawal, Bill Paying,
Insurance, Holiday Essentials plus lots more……

024 7664 3950 or 07737 152394
email: rkearneyclan@aol.com

024 7654 5963 or 07775 524191
email: nhuddlestone@tiscali.co.uk
024 7654 3903 or 07760 128221
email: communications@brinklowfc.co.uk
07917 792217
email: publicity@brinklowfc.co.uk
07802 422292
email: paul@flamex.co.uk
01788 832732 or 07791 856558
email: peter.day@uk.ngrid.com
01788 833221 or 07768 646647
email: tonyglasscoe@aol.com

01788 833646 or 07949 651181
email: wilson@dash94.fsnet.co.uk
Other Officials
07738 609934
email: steve@i4photos.co.uk

Rugby 832490
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.........u10s report continued from Page 19
Brinklow 4
Long Lawford 3
A great game of end to end football which was wonderful to watch and a credit to both teams.
Three times Lawford took the lead and three times the Blues came back before snatching a dramatic
late winner. Slowly getting back in to the game winning the tackles and not giving Lawford space Joe
picked up the ball and shot, the goal keeper parried the ball and Bailey was on hand to knock the
rebound in; 1-1. Lawford came back with a cracking long range shot which smashed into the back of
the net 1-2. The Blues dug deep again - Theo, Joe and Jake were all over the pitch. Bailey produced
some great lay-offs. Haydn produced a huge goal kick which bounced well inside the Lawford area Joe picked the ball up and calmly slotted the ball past the keeper; 2-2.
Second half and the play was just as quick as the first - Brinklow were on top pushing
forwards - a couple of corners and Theo nearly bundled the ball in. Then from another corner Lawford
broke away and took the lead for the 3rd time. Ben was twice last man as Lawford pushed forwards
and twice came away with the ball, William was getting the tackles in, Antony was probing down the
wings. After a five minute breather for Joe he had a long range free
kick that smashed against the bar and Theo was close to putting the
rebound home. Thom picked up the ball in the middle of the Lawford
half and weaved his way forwards, being slowly pushed out wide,
but he managed to cut back in and thundered his shot into the back
of the net 3-3. With two minutes to go Joe had a great shot to take
the lead whilst the parents on the side line could breathe a sigh of
relief as the whistle was blown. I don’t know how Steve’s and Dave’s
hearts stood the strain but it was a great advert for U10s football.
Scorers: Bailey 1, Joe x2, Thom 1
Man of the match - Theo
GNP 1
Brinklow 3
Another match on the memorial park and parents
wrapped up for the winds that blow over those fields.
With the kids well warmed up and ready to start the whistle was blown and rather than conceding an early goal as in previous
matches we were one goal ahead with a great shot from Antony.
Jake and Joe then combined to find Bailey a couple of yards out,
Bailey looked like she was trying to bundle both the ball and keeper
over the line, but an excellent tackle saved a goal.
Another long throw from Thom set-up Bailey who tapped
the ball over the line 2-0 to the Blues and half time. GNP kept pressing forwards and a corner was half cleared before being picked up 5 yards inside the Blues half. It was
either a terrific shot or just a hopeful punt into the area, but with the swirling wind the ball flew into the
net giving Haydn little chance; 2-1
There were a few anxious minutes but Ben was mopping everything up at the back, and then
Thom set-up Joe who finished restoring the 2 goal lead.
Scorers: Antony 1, Bailey 1, Joe 1
Man of the match - Joe
Other results:
Brinklow Blues 1
GMP Gurdwara 3
Leamington Brakes 0
Brinklow Blues 1
Brinklow Blues 0
Caludon 2
Kenilworth 1
Brinklow Blues 3
League Form:
W4, D1, L2
Goalscorers:
Joe 6 Bailey 3 Jake 2 Antony 2 Thom 1

Sharon Wiggetts
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.........u9s report continued from Page 15
match awards already. Jake Nicholson has grown in confidence and is putting some excellent tackles
in. Ben Thompson is timing his tackles well and has played a couple of games in midfield showing his
ability to go forward as well as defend. Matty Nobes has started the season well and scoring a couple
of goals along the way. Alex smith and Fintan Hanley in midfield are looking stronger and being more
creative providing the service to the strikers. James Brannagh is also making good progress and producing some nice skills out wide. Jake Parsons and Levi Walters up front on their day can be a handful
for any defence, Levi scoring an excellent hatrick along the way.
There is still a lot of work to do in training and with the help of Ian Nicholson and Carl Harris
we hope to turn around some of the results to date. Come on lads you can do it…
---------------------------------------------------------------.........u10s report continued from Page 8

Paul Hanley

as the half went on, and a
goal eventually came from
a corner. Sam Wells put
the ball back into the box
after it had been initially
cleared and Taylor volleyed superbly into the far
corner. Another goal before
half time saw James link
up with Sam Wash who
crossed for Taylor to finish
well. The third goal came
early in the second half
when a free kick from Rhys
caused chaos in the box
and Shane finished well for the second time this season scoring with his first touch. Then Shane scored again when good work
from James down the left saw him square to Shane who side footed into the corner.
Man of the Match: Sam Wash – Effort award: Thomas Deakin
Westwood United (Blues) 0
Brinklow Juniors 3
Again the scoreline in this match perhaps flattered us slightly, and Lachie had to work much
harder in goal than he had done in previous matches, making some great saves. The first Brinklow goal
came when Sam Wells overlapped down the right hand side and powered a shot against the bar. It
bounced down onto Rhys’s knee and was put into the net by Taylor from close range. The second goal
came when Shane, who was having a great battle out wide on the right with Westwood’s best player
(who was almost twice his height) found some space to run into, and when the ball was played out to
him by Jessie, he hit a great shot into the far corner. Shane then got his second of the match when he
put an excellent looping cross into the box which dropped into the net off the underside of the bar.
Man of the Match: Lachie Coutts – Effort award: Rhys Harteveld
Binley Woods Juniors 1
Brinklow Juniors 5
This match saw the first outing of the new kit. Thanks to Wayne and Sarah Ascroft who’s
company CDS limited are sponsoring us this season. Thanks to Steve Hyde who came to take some
publicity shots of the team, and also stayed to take some fantastic photos of the match (one of which
appears on the front cover). We were slightly concerned that a new kit might change our luck when on
a good run, but these fears were soon put to bed. Brinklow were 3-0 up after 15 minutes. Firstly Rhys
scored with a great right footed shot that went in off the post. Then Jessie came off the left flank to
.........continued on Page 19
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YOUTH TEAM NEWS
Kindly sponsored by:-

Benchmark Recruitment Ltd

We started the season off with an excellent 6-2 win against
Whitley, followed by a solid draw away to Alveston which proved to be
a better result than we first realised as they are current top. The hard
ground and some very poor playing surfaces over the following two
weeks stopped us playing our usual tight passing game resulting in
defeats in the return fixture to Whitley and also against Coventrians.
A very solid defensive performance from the whole team in our most
recent game against Chapelfield Colts on The Revel ‘carpet’ got us back

to winning ways.
As you can see, In terms of results it’s been a reasonable start to the season for the youth
team. The league is going to be very close with any of the teams capable of beating any of the others
on the day. It is therefore very important that we find a level of consistency as I believe it is this that will
eventually lead to success at the end of the season. We now need to push on. Wins in our next couple
of games will push us up the league but more importantly it will instill the confidence we need to play
the passing game which is our strength.
One of our big strengths is that we
currently have a big squad with little to
chose between any of the players . This
should stand us in good stead going into
the second half of the season, a time
when many teams start to lose players
through injury and other issues. Having
a big squad has its advantages but there
is also a downside, we have to keep
everyone happy, ensuring all have enough
time on the pitch without affecting a side
when it is playing well. This makes life
difficult for Bolty and me and we don’t
always get it right, so we would appreciate it if the players could maintain the patience that they have
shown to date.

‘The attitude of all
our players has been
exceptional and every
one of you is a credit to
Brinklow football club’

Youth team football has always been portrayed to me as difficult because of the attitude of
lads of this age. The experience myself & Bolty have had over the last few months has proved this to
be nonsense. The attitude of all our players has been exceptional and every one of you is a credit to
Brinklow football club as well as your family and friends and we are proud to be associated with such a
great bunch of lads.

Paul Wilby
Matt: ‘Do you know what really winds me up?’
Paul: ‘No, What?’
Matt: ‘A massive key in the middle of my back!!’

Manager: Mick Holt (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 833051 Mob: 07734 465995
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Coach: Paul Wilby (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7654 3903 Mob: 07760 128221

U7’s TEAM NEWS
We now have a 21-strong squad and unfortunately have closed our doors to new players.
We are trying to find a happy balance between training and playing friendly matches. Invitations to play
are coming from a number of clubs, including the best club in the world….Aston Villa.
Within our squad, 2 teams for the future are starting to take shape. So far this season we
have played Copeswood, Coundon Court, Firefighters and Massy Ferguson. With 2 wins and 2 defeats
there is plenty of room for improvement, but the players all seem to be enjoying it.
The Squad
Lewis Coward, Jo Sear, Sam Bodycote, Ethan Porter, Steven Cox, Kian Mellett, Ryan Hughes, Harry
Heaven, Aaron Sutcliffe, Liam Aspinall, Robbie Armstrong, Thomas Hood, Ben Irving, Adam Gane,
Matthew Green, Dominic Dewes, Charlie Bell, James Dunn, Taylor Darby, Jamie Draper and Thomas
O’Malley.
Up and Coming Diary Dates
17 October
- Away to Norton Lindsey
24 October
- Training
31 October
- Home to Long Lawford and Hillmorton
7 November
- Training
14 November
- Home to Weddington Thistle
21 November
- Training
28 November
- Firefighters tba
As the colder weather begins to blow in, please ensure that the boys are dressed appropriately.
Sponsorship
We need to obtain a sponsor(s) to get ourselves a full kit for next season. We have received
less feedback than we had hoped. Please give it some thought, maybe you know of someone who
might be interested? Step forward now if you can assist or have any suggestions?

Gary Coward
Manager: Gary Coward (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 833246 Mob: 07958 228283

Assistant Manager: Adam Sear (FA Level 1 Coach)
Mob: 07929 610296
---------------------------------------------------------------.........u13 Girls report continued from Page 2
Olivia Vanstone - 100% effort every week, with a couple of assists. Chances will come I’m sure.
Alison Mulley - Another 100% effort every week. Not afraid to get stuck in.
Ceri Garner - Continues to build on last years improvement that won her Managers Player of the Year.
Ashleigh Wilson - First season with us and improving every week. Keep on smiling
Emily Vincent - Getting back to pre-injury best.
Lucy Granger - Not afraid to get stuck in - keep up the energy levels.
Alex Woodhead - New addition to the squad, but looks to have slotted in already. Great debut.
Emily Greenway - Yet to play, but I’m very excited to have you signing on.
Finally a big, big THANK YOU to the parents for supporting the girls. Particular mentions
must go to Ian Olorenshaw for his help at Training and at the Matches, Martin Haywood again for his
support at training, Steve Wilson for his support with the Admin, Deb Wilson for Refereeing the matches
and finally to Simon Mulley for his great match reports on the forum.
Don’t forget to follow the girls exploits on the Forum and on the Leicester Girls League
website http://www.leicestergirlsleague.co.uk/ (U13s-Green League)

Chris Brain
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U8’s TEAM NEWS
We’re Off!!
Having had quite a few friendlies and six-a-sides throughout 2009 and Charlie joining from
Sphinx the boys were ready and willing to enter the Cov Minor Friendly league.
Our first game was away to Firefighters who we had not yet come across. Unfortunately this
friendly league situation isn’t graded and the boys ran out comfortable winners.
Next up was Triumph Athletic, our first home game and our first sighting of our new home
pitch at St Margaret’s. The opposition arrived and told us they were under 7’s and the bubble burst!
Sadly another one sided game.
Away to Athletic at Sowe Common followed, and Kurtis playing his old team led the boys to a
convincing victory on a rock hard very short grass pitch. At this stage all the boys had played in nearly
every position on the pitch, but credit to them, when in games like these it would have been easy for
them to all stray forward and want to score they held their positions and kept playing the football they
are so good at, so a big well done to all of them.
Next game was billed as the grudge match as our visitors were Christ The King Jun, Callum
and John’s old team. The banter had started ever since the fixtures were released, “we’re gonna beat
ya!”, “im gonna crop ya”,”loser”, the boys I’m glad top say left that to the parents and prepared in the
proper manor. As you’d expect from one of Kings teams they were physical from the off and full of
effort. Having had no real games up until now I was curious as to how the boys would deal with the
challenge? Although in a cup tie atmosphere the boys raised their game and matched their opposition
in every department and played some lovely football sealing a 2-0 win. All the Sky Sports Stats were in
our favour and although our goal lived a charmed life with some goal mouth scrambles the boys could
have ran out with a more comfortable victory.
Coundon Court away and by all accounts the team to beat. Unfortunately the boys didn’t do
themselves justice when it seemed all of them had an off day, but having said that I feel still should
have won the game by a couple of goals, but it wasn’t to be and it was a messy solitary goal that beat
us. It was just one of those days that happens in football, but I’m confident the result will be in our
favour in the rematch.
Thankyou Time
To John’s dad John, for kitting the boys out in Tracksuits, They look Brill!!
To Kurtis mum, Julie for arranging the sponsorship of the kit, MacDonald’s, I’m lovin it!
To Callums mum, Kaylie for undertaking the organising of the tour, bucket n spades at the ready!
To Robbies mum, Sarah for sorting the rain jackets and training out.
To John’s mum, Michelle for arranging the parents night out 24 Oct, Taxi!!!!
To Todd’s dad for reffing all our home games, in his tight fitting refs kit, ouch!
That’s enough I’m not at the Oscars!
Get well Carl, hope your feeling better.
As you can see I am delighted with the help and support that is being given but it doesn’t
stop here, no! no! no! there’s Christmas activities to be sorted and loads of other things, so please
come forward and don’t wait to be asked, as always it’s the boys that benefit.
If anyone is interested in watching either team from the U8s there will be a game every
Saturday 10.30am KO at St Margaret’s, you will enjoy it.

Wayne Pulford
Manager (RED): Wayne Pulford (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 832778 Mob: 07929 306722
Coach: John Halford (FA Level 2 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7668 0677 Mob: 07853 318714
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Manager (BLUE): Carl Wassail (FA Level 1 Coach)
Mob: 07980 408763

.........u9s report continued from Page 7
Man of the Match for the effort he put in running all over the pitch!
U9’s Managers October Report
Well, the excitement of pre-season seems a long time ago and we are only a few games into
the season. Both Thunder and Lightning have had a difficult time adjusting to the competitive leagues
that we are now into.
Thunder (Brinklow Juniors) having won the first game of the season in a tough Div A against
Cov Jag, went on to win the first cup tie against Binley Woods but have subsequently hit a unfortunate
run of form, losing their next 2 games and drawing the last on Sunday. 2 of these 3 games we were
unlucky not to win but we did not win due to our own mistakes and a few unlucky goals. What we need
to do now is keep working hard and putting the opposition under pressure by playing the great football
the lads are capable of. We must remember we are only a few games into the season and we have a
game in hand. We are going to pick up, keep focused, work hard and the results will come.
Lightning (Brinklow Juniors Blue) have also had a tough time in a very competitive Div B
where a lot of the teams could well be placed in the next Div . Having lost the first few games it is
important that we don’t get disappointed and keep working hard at training. We will continue to look at
ways of strengthening the team both in tactics and players. The lads are competitive and we need to
channel that into the games on Sunday. I can’t be at the games as my lad plays in the other team but I
do talk to Paul after each game to get the low down and I know Paul is keen to get the turn around that
the lads deserve, we are only a few games in and the last couple of games have shown improvements
so we are going to keep battling and the results will improve.
Great news for the team is that PEEK Traffic LTD have kindly offered to sponsor the team and
I would like to offer my thanks to PEEK for the valued contribution to the new all weather training jackets which are now on order. I would also like to thank Colin for arranging the PEEK sponsorship and on
behalf of the coaches and players of the U9’s say a big thank you to both Colin and PEEK Traffic.
On the social side, the majority of the lads enjoyed a good night out at the Ricoh on Friday.
29 of us in total were lucky enough to go to the Ricoh and sit in the telegraph stand to support the
winning team and see lots of goals. Yes, we saw England U21 beat Macadonia in a Euro championship
qualifier. We all had a great night out starting at the Malt with hot dogs and ending late on Friday with
free cakes from the players lounge. Loads of goals and flag waving and I would like to say thanks to
Paul Hanley for arranging the tickets.

Scott Craig
Lightning have started their campaign in the competitive league. The team have come up
against some very strong opposition. And found the going
tough. Although we have not
had a victory to date the lads
have worked hard on their
game and produced some
nice football at times, with
some good passing moves.
Also, at times they have
struggled to find some form,
which has led to some heavy
defeats.
It is encouraging
to see the improvement in
the players. Daniel Ridges
has been outstanding in goal
and has earned 2 man of the
.........continued on Page 17
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U9’s TEAM NEWS

U15’s TEAM NEWS
Pre-Season Results
Brinklow 0 : 4 Rugby Town
Brinklow 1 : 5 London Road
Brinklow 3 : 11 Drayton Grange
Brinklow 3 : 4 Rugby Town
League Results
Brinklow 4 : 3 Triumph
Brinklow 6 : 1 Admirals (Result expunged)
Brinklow 13 : 2 GGNP
Brinklow 10 : 2 Finham PR (Result expunged)
Stratford 9 : 1 Brinklow (Result expunged)
Pinley 1 : 4 Brinklow

Goalscorers Chart
Josh Stothard
11
Troy Chatland
10
Thomas Lovegrove 6
Adam Cooper
4
Liam Cawley
2
Sean Kirwan
2
Lloyd Pulford
2
Jake Parnel
1

Pre-Season
Promotion secured in our first season,we obviously knew that we would be competing in a
higher division this term, so Gary and I decided that we wanted to try and make our pre-season as
tough as possible.
We unfortunately lost a few of our players from season 08/09 and sincerely wish them all the
very best of luck at their new clubs, but we already knew that we would have to strengthen our squad if
we wanted to remain, firstly competitive in our new division and secondly, to remain on course with our
target of reaching the “A” Division in two seasons.
We were able to strengthen our squad quickly and it is uncanny but the players we were able
to bring in enabled existing players to alter their positions, so in effect we probably ended up
strengthening our squad in nearly every position, and the ability of every player we have now
assembled allows us to rotate the side with very little disruption, (which we have already benefited
from as we have had two of our more influential players out for key games, and coped very well). It was
important, with all the new signings, to get as many games as we could under our belts in pre-season
so we could gel the players as quickly as we could.
We were beaten in every pre-season game, but the opposition we selected were good and
the improvement in our team was invaluable. My only concern was how had their confidence been
knocked, as we began our league program.
League Form
Gary and I need not of worried, the boys had learned a lot from their pre-season games and
hit the ground running, brimming with confidence and more than up for the challenge, winning the first
four league games on the trot, or so we thought, but unfortunately a few of the teams in our division
felt they had been positioned in the wrong standard and have since been re-positioned in their new
respective divisions.
We have now had a few of our results wiped off, and in effect have began our season gain,
so as I finish this report full of praise for every player for their abilities, attitudes and desire, we as a tight
knit unit are currently unbeaten in our new division and are enjoying the tag of being the side to beat.
Well Done all for a great start to the season,Keep it Going !!!
Come on You Yellow and Blues!!!

Martin Pulford
Manager: Gary Stothard (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 330151 Mob: 07745 367854
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Kindly sponsored by:-

Cov Sphinx V Brinklow Juniors - Sunday 4th October 2009
After a very disappointing result the week before it was
important that the lads went into this game on fire as Sphinx are one
of many teams wanting to get one over us.
From the off, both teams set the tone with some fast and
competitive football. Lewis was soon required to clear the ball from
David Gilkes & Sons Ltd
an early chance after Sphinx gained possession from Brinklow and
pushed forward. Oliver was also kept busy in the early minutes clearing
several balls as he came off his line quickly. Joe had also upped his
game and was quickly required to make a fantastic clearance, the
1st of many from hard working Joe! The first Sphinx shot to beat the
Brinklow defenders luckily went over the bar but our defence was having to work very hard as we couldn’t get the ball near our forwards so
B&Q WAREHOUSE
the attack kept coming. The ball eventually gets through to Jaime in
midfield who passed through to Fin showing some great ball control &
strength. Brinklow seemed to be finding a tempo which then saw some
good linking play between Charlie, Jasper & Finley but unfortunately
Fin’s shot goes wide. Just when Brinklow were showing they could
play with confidence Sphinx won a free kick which was well blocked
ASDA
by Joe but the rebound to a Sphinx player is then blasted into the box
and Oliver pulls off a cracking save to stop a certain goal. Sphinx the stronger at the moment win two
corners but they are well kept out by our defence. All the action in the Brinklow goal area and & Oliver
pulls off another great save! At last the ball goes forward again for Brinklow and an excellent cross from
Finley falls at Jamie’s feet which he slams into the back of the net to make it 0-1! YESSSSSS
Then moments later, frustratingly Brinklow lose concentration which is becoming too frequent lately and
a costly mistake in midfield gifts Sphinx an equaliser. 1-1 right before half time.
Both teams come back into the second half strong & attack & defend equally. Jasper is
moved to left back to cover a re shuffle and fits into the position very well supplying some great balls
down the left side to midfield. Jaime is very strong in midfield & Joe & Lewis with their thinking caps on
letting balls run out instead of chasing them. The match was competitive and lots of pulling and shoving
was going on the middle of the park. The winning team was going to be the team that kept its head.
After some great midfield play, a fabulous cross from Jaime Nalus finds Finley who finishes well to
make it 1-2! YESSSSSSSSS. (next few minutes are critical lads, keep concentrating) Brinklow this time
kept their heads and the lead for a good ten minutes at which point all the parents think we can win
this …but in a repeat of the 1st half Sphinx come back with an unstoppable shot over the top of Oliver
to equalise again! 2-2. Then because we were rattled another mistake cost us an own goal making it
3-2. Importantly Brinklow pushed back at Sphinx and a fantastic save from Sphinx stops Charlie from
getting the equaliser Brinklow deserved. In the final moments Oliver & Joe save & clear a couple of
great balls in the final minutes to reflect the tough game we had had.
Despite putting the pressure back on the Sphinx goal it was too much too late and a
very frustrating morning. All the boys were very upset but should be proud of the way they applied
themselves to the game after the previous week. It is so important to not lose concentration when we
score and go straight back at the opposition.
An unfortunate score today as the boys had deserved at least a draw for their hard work &
dogged persistence. All the boys worked hard most of the match, especially Charlie who was awarded
.........continued on Page 15
Manager: Scott Craig (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7630 4578 Mob: 07801 023631

Manager (Blue): Paul Hanley (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7630 5901 Mob: 07971 290978

Coach: Greg Troup
Mob: 07803 266657

Coach: Richard Moon (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01926 883311 Mob: 07885 756158
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U10’s TEAM NEWS
Kindly sponsored by:-

Brinklow U10s (Red)

After having worked hard at the end of last season to avoid finishing
in the bottom 2 of the A league, pre-season saw us having to get over the
disappointment of having been placed in the B league for the 2009/10 season
following the restructure. It was particularly galling given that our place was
Financial Distinction Ltd taken by Weddington Thistle, a team new to the league. Anyway, the lads
didn’t really care that much. They are just happy to be playing football. And we
were pleased to welcome two new players into the squad. Ben Sotek joined
us from Steve’s team and Taylor Ascroft joined us from Binley Woods. We
also wished Anthony well as he moved to Steve’s team for the new season.
Southam United Devils 0
Brinklow 3
The first match of the season saw us up against Southam United Devils.
The White Lion
Any thoughts that it was going to be a walk in the park this season were
Johnnie Prince
quickly dispelled as the early play was end to end. However as the first half
of Team Prince
wore on Brinklow started to take control and the first goal arrived as Jessie
met a corner from Taylor at the near post and deflected it into the net. The
second goal came very early in the second half as Thomas made a run down
the left flank and put in a great cross which caught the keeper out of position,
and Shane finished coolly side-footing into the empty net on the volley. It was
his first touch of the game after coming on at half time. The third goal was a
Steve Wilson
magnificent solo effort from James who beat a player superbly with a clever
Painting and Decorating
turn and fired into the corner of the net.
Man of the Match: Sam Wells – Effort award: James Judge
Brinklow 6
Hawksmill Sports Juniors 2
This was our first home game at our new location of Wolston Leisure
Centre. Brinklow were on top from the start and it was only a matter of time
before the first goal went in. However it took 15 minutes before Taylor chased
a ball to the goal line that looked like it was going to beat him, but he got there
and squared it across the box to Rhys who met it first time on the far post and
finished comfortably. The second goal didn’t come until early in the second
half. Sam Wash picked it up on the right hand side of the pitch and powered in
towards goal at pace and finished low into the far corner. At this point things
were looking comfortable, but 2 goals in 2 minutes for Hawksmill changed
CDS limited
things round. The first came from a long through ball, and the second from
a corner. A third goal was almost scored by Hawksmill but the ball
just dribbled past the post. After this it was all Brinklow again. Taylor
scored his first and second goals for his new club, Sam Wash got his
second when put through one on one with the keeper and finally Ben
Microlease
Sotek got his first goal for his new team after powering a good shot
through a crowd of players into the corner of the goal.
Man of the Match: Kieran Owen – Effort award: Taylor Ascroft
London Road Lions 0
Brinklow Juniors 4
This was another game where Brinklow were slow out of the blocks, and London Road
looked strong early on, missing an open goal to take the lead. However Brinklow again got stronger
.........continued on Page 17
Manager (RED):Nick Walsh (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7654 5174 Mob: 07773 339450
Assistant (RED): Ian Harteveld (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7645 5852 Mob: 07764 142775
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Manager (BLUE): Steve Wilson (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 833646 Mob: 07949 651181
Assistant (BLUE): Dave Wiggett (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7644 1972 Mob: 07900 080976

U15s GIRLS TEAM NEWS
It’s been a busy summer. We have recruited 3 new players to the squad - Sophie Davies,
Nicole Maunder and Emma Myatt - who have all settled in really well. However, we said goodbye to 3
players - Sophie May, Harriet Lowe and Jessica Linnell. Our best wishes go to them and they will be
sorely missed.
Congratulations to Bethany Morrison and Alice Clarke for being voted Manager’s Player of
the Year and Players’ Player of the Year at the end of last season. I had great pleasure in announcing
these awards at the Presentation Night.
And now to the 2009/2010 season and I am delighted to announce the current squad for this
season:
Alice Clarke (Captain)
Adrianna Thandy
Hollie Craddock
Rebekah Wilby
Bethany Morrison
Sophie Davies
Nicole Maunder
Emma Myatt
Megan Bradley
Chelsea Smith
Lauren Robinson
Sarah Johnson
We have now moved up to 11-a-side football and have joined the Central Warwickshire Girls
Football League, which involves quite a bit of travelling. This is a massive step up for the girls and
there’s no doubt it’s tougher football than they’ve experienced before.
I am looking to increase our squad numbers as we only have 12 currently so if anyone knows
of any girls who’ve played football before and would like to join us, give me a call on 07917 792217.
They should be in current school year 9 or 10.
Callowbrook Swifts 2
Brinklow 5
Brinklow scorers - Nicole Maunder (1), Hollie Craddock (4)
Our first ever 11 a side league fixture and what a way to begin! After an early start and a 50
minute journey to our opposition the girls looked slightly apprehensive. However, the initial nerves soon
disappeared when after Brinklow went down to a Callowbrook goal, the girls stepped up to the mark. A
superb first ever goal from Nicole Maunder saw us level. The girls then stepped up a gear and played
some great passing football. Hollie Craddock made it 1-2 and then 1-3. So we went in at half time with a
well deserved lead.
We continued to play well in the 2nd half but Callowbrook pulled a goal back making it 2-3
and with roughly 10 minutes to go, they could see a draw coming their way. However, the girls moved
it up a gear again - great passing football from the midfielders and Hollie Craddock got her hatrick 2-4 and the end was in sight. But with only a few minutes left of the game, a great cross from Sophie
Davies saw Hollie score a great headed goal. Final score 2-5.
Every girl played their heart out today for Brinklow Football Club and yet, again, I’m a proud
manager. A great game, played in a great spirit.
Brinklow 0 Erdington Ladies 5
We went into this match convinced we could win but what a shock we got. An injury to our
goalie, Alice, didn’t help and massive thanks to Emma Myatt for putting on the goalie shirt. All in all, we
played OK but too much running around and not enough passing was our downfall. We were just off
colour so let’s put in behind us and move on.
Player of the match awarded to Emma Myatt for volunteering to go in goal.
Headless Cross 6
Brinklow 4
Goalscorers: Emma Myatt, Hollie Craddock (2), Nicole Maunder
This score does not reflect the game. What a great start with a goal in the first minute from
Emma Myatt. Headless Cross pulled one back and then went ahead soon after. The girls weren’t
disheartened though and a great goal from Hollie Craddock made it 2-2. We were fired up now and
Nicole Maunder then made it 3-2. So in the lead at half time.
.........continued on Page 20
Manager: Liz Clarke (FA Level 1 Coach)
Mob: 07917 792217

Assistant Manager: Martin Baskerville
(FA Level 1 Coach)
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U11’s TEAM NEWS

U13’s TEAM NEWS
The U13s have a wonderfull home pitch at the peaceful Ben Town
Thorn’s Retirement Home with the only problem with crowd trouble coming
from the numerous rabbits that inhabit the area. Strange as it may seem but
they appear to have developed a taste for the goal nets as well as digging
rather inconvenient holes on the pitch. Unfortunately they are here to stay
and although the holes still appear they have been denied a continued
taste of the nets by simply rolling them (the nets not the rabbits) up after the
Bulls Head, Brinklow
matches. What a great idea, just a pity that it took almost a year to come up
with a solution.
The pitch has also been lengthened, widened and re-seeded
over the summer due to an immense amount of effort from
several of the parents. Not only that but there is also a viewing
terrace with overhead cover as well as seating for half-time
Langlebuild Ltd
drinks and snacks (very reasonably priced).
Another really big thank you to the teams sponsors, Mark and Rucky Griffiths of the Bulls
Head Restaurant, Brinklow and Scott and Mandy Rammell of Langle Build, who continue to offer
fantastic support for the team.
The U13s have appointed a new manager for this season after Dave Lowe decided to step
down after a successful 2008/2009 campaign, which included an unbeaten run of 18 games. A big
welcome to Andy Williams (not the real one but it is rumoured that he is pretty good when it comes to
karaoke), who brings with him several years experience of managing other clubs.
The team retained the majority of last season’s squad as well as welcoming Ryan Williams
and Josh Brown. The football so far has been a delight to watch with some wonderful passing, desire
to win the ball throughout the whole of the pitch and an improved awareness of each other. Long may it
continue. The team is still developing and all are showing a willingness to learn to further enhance their
abilities.
The statistics speak for themselves – played 7, won 6, drawn 1, lost 0, goals scored 36, and
goals conceded 11. The lads are currently top of the league with 19 pts.
Goal scorers:
Josh
9
Will
6
Luke
5
Fayez
4
Callum
3
George
3
Ryan P
2
Alex
2
Ben
1
Ryan W
1

After a satisfactory pre-season we entered into 11-a-side
football with a squad of 16 and a lot of optimism. Would the new
squad be able to adapt to the new challenge of proper football? Only
time would tell.
Our first ever 11-a-side league fixture was away to St Nicolas
Colts, who had just joined the Cov Minor League having spent three
successful seasons in the Nuneaton league and not having much
Palace Improvements
knowledge of them allowed us to concentrate 100% on our own game.
Wearing our new strip kindly sponsored by Bluebell Blinds the boys
took to the field with one thing in their minds “you can only win your first
ever official 11-a-side game once”. The boys obliged turning in a battling
performance leaving with a 5-2 win and three points. Trezza 2, Scott, Jordan
and Oliver R with the goals.
A cup match followed away to Pro Santos with an uninspiring display the
boys got the job done 3-0 and in the hat for the next round.
Bluebell Blinds
Copsewood away was going to be a good indication of where the boys
where at as our hosts will probably be in the top three. We left on the wrong side of an 8-1 scoreline,
with Jordan netting, and knew the level we have to be at to compete at the high end of the league.
Having said that we could easily have scored 5 or 6 goals in the second half so we could take some
heart from that fact.
Leamington Hibs were the first visitors to Barr Lane and as we had not played on the pitch
there was no home advantage as such. We dominated the first 10 minutes and Jordan put us in front
but from then on it was honours even throughout with both teams edging in front at some point, Oliver
R brought it back to 2-2, Wils ‘s 30 yard lob gave us a chance at 4-3. Trezza hit the fourth to bring us
level, only for Hibs to snatch the lead with minutes left from a corner. Pulf rescued a point at the death
to end the games scoring. As they say “A good game for the neutral”
Sphinx were next up and all our games over 7-a-side were either drawn or the game was
won by a single goal and with their results thus far being quite good and the fact our performances
were below par this was always going to be a tough match. Sphinx failure to attain a pitch meant that
the game was reversed to Barr Lane. A little reshuffle in the starting line up proved dividends when
Jamie smashed the ball home to put us in front after a positive start. Within minutes the away side
equalised. Was it going to be another of those games like last week?? A strong tackle by Billy released
Jordan who knocked through for Trezza to round the keeper and finish, back in front and starting to
dominate possession. Pulf struck number three before half time after a nice move. Pulf won a free kick
on the edge of the box and got up to send a flier past the keeper before Trezza finished the scoring to
give the boys a well deserved 5-1 victory. It just shows what a little effort can do!!
Each game will be a challenge with all teams learning and trying to adjust to proper football
and all the boys getting used to the large pitch, off-side rule, more dedicated positional play etc etc etc.

Darren Thorn

Wayne Pulford

Kindly sponsored by:-

Back in the 70s, Norwegian International defender Svein Grondalen
had to withdraw from an International after an accident which
happened while he was out jogging. He collided with a moose!!

Manager: Andy Williams (FA Level 1 Coach)
Mob: 07773 972941
Coach: Moreno Francioso (FA Level 2 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 833267
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Kindly sponsored by:-

Indonesian star Mistar, 25, was tragically killed by a herd of pigs that
invaded his team’s training pitch before a Cup fixture in 1995.

Assistant Manager: Darren Thorn (FA Level 1 Coach)
Mob: 07985 807494
Manager (RED): Wayne Pulford (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 832778 Mob: 07929 306722
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U12’s TEAM NEWS
On Pitch
Our 5th successive season in the A league!
So far this season our league and cup performances has been
pleasing
Stats to date - won 2, drawn 2 and lost 2
The most pleasing aspect of our performances even when we
e-on
have lost has been our football, always looking threatening on attack with
our opponents struggling to cope with our speed and strength.
We are through to the next round of the cup having beaten
Miles of Tiles
Caludon Youth in the first round 6-3. The date of the next tie has yet to be
announced.
I am very pleased to say we have strengthened our squad and not with just making up the
numbers. A warm welcome goes to Jordan Stokes, Kieson Baxter, Joe Fellows and Harry Hanson.
Our full squad for 2009/10
Toby Farmer, Elliott Walker, Connor Mellett, Tom Hawthornewaite, Ben Walton, Harry Smith,
Rich Gosling, Keison Baxtor, Joe Vickers, Rhys Norton, Jordon Stokes, Joseph Fellows, Dan Armstrong, Stan Mayne and Harry Hanson.
Winter Training
We have booked the next five Fridays at Ernesford Grange School, 6.30pm – 7.30pm
Kindly sponsored by:-

Match reports
We are looking for a volunteer to take over writing our match reports for both the website
and the local papers - It will only take 20/30 mins on a Sunday night, don’t be shy please come forward
especially if you like being on the Internet.
Sponsorship
All players should now have a tracksuit top - compliments of E-on. Roger (Ben’s Dad)
has agreed to sponsor our new shirts. These have now been ordered and should be with us early
November. Many thanks to Roger and Miles of Tiles.
Paint Balling
The date has now been fixed for 14th November 12.30pm ‘The Battle of Nettle Hill’,
inbetween Brinklow and Ansty. (Dads/Mums vs lads)
Over the next couple of weeks I will be sending a sheet for all those parents who want to
enrol, plus will need a £10.00 deposit for each adult), Boys will be free up to a max of 300 bullets.
Christmas
If anyone has any thoughts for our Christmas outing for this year let me know.
www.brinklowfc.co.uk Look on the web for all the latest news on the club and team, click on forum to
join the debate for each team.

Declan Mellett
Alan Wright, Villa’s little full-back, needed treatment for a knee strain caused
by stretching to reach the accelerator in his new Ferrari. ‘It gave me grief,’ said
Wright, who swapped the car for a Rover 416.

Manager: Declan Mellett (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 024 7654 0727 Mob: 07768 366965
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Assistant Manager: Mark Vickers (FA Level 1 Coach)
Mob: 07801 195113

U13’s GIRLS TEAM NEWS
Kindly sponsored by:-

This has been quite literally a new season, new beginning for the
U13 Girls. After three years of training with the odd friendly and 6-a-side
tournament thrown in, the girls have finally had their dream come true with
their first foray into League Football.
Entry was secured into the Leicester City and County Girls League
not long after last years presentation evening and prompted a Summer of
activity for the Manager, both on the player recruitment front and on the shirt
TW Tyres
sponsorship front. The latter of these for which we are eternally grateful to
Nathalie Furner from TW Tyres for her donation which has funded a whole
new kit for the team. In terms of bolstering the squad, the loss of last years Player’s Player of the
Season to Coventry was soon overcome with the addition of a couple of new faces (Danielle Hughes &
Emma Higginson) and also a welcome back to Georgia Watters and Emily Vincent.

Pre-season was always going to be difficult with new rules (offside) and new formats (9-aside) to get used to, but the girls responded well to the Managers rallying cry for commitment. Two
friendlies were organised late August against experienced opposition from the higher tier of the U13
League age group, and despite going down to two heavy defeats (5-0 v Oadby & Wigston, 13-0 v
Leicester City Ladies) there were lots of positives to take from the games in particular Lucy Olorenshaw
who has stepped up to the mark as the teams Senior player and taken on the mantle as Team Captain.
And so to the season itself. With the girls resplendent in their new kit and Team Photos out
the way, they took to the field against another new team to the League, Thurmaston Pink Panthers.
Despite the girls taking control of the match from the kick off, it was a while before Danielle Hughes had
the privilege of scoring Brinklow U13s first ever league goal. The second half followed much the same
pattern with Emily Haywood and Danielle Hughes adding further goals either side of a Thurmaston
breakaway to secure a first ever victory 3-1. An excellent performance from the girls, but more was to
.........continued back on Page 2
Manager: Chris Brain
Tel No: 01788 819121 Mob: 07843 291998

Coach: Janine Stothard (FA Level 1 Coach)
Tel No: 01788 330151 Mob: 07732 570940
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SPONSOR’S PAGE
Brinklow Football club acknowledges and thanks the
following sponsors for their valuable support:

Jeagor
The Bulls Head
Palace Improvements
Benchmark Recruitment Ltd
David Gilkes Removals
Financial Distinction Ltd
Miles of Tiles
Ecas Services Ltd
e-on
B&Q Warehouse
Asda
Johnnie Prince of Team Prince
WANT TO ADVERTISE IN
ON THE BRINK?
CONTACT
PAUL WILBY
ON 07760 128221
OR EMAIL
COMMUNICATIONS@
BRINKLOWFC.CO.UK

The White Lion

Cask Ales

Steve Wilson Painter and Decorator

Bar Food

Rugby Double Glazing

Big Screen TVs

Microlease

Sky & Setanta Sports

TW Tyres

Children Welcome

Langle Build
Bluebell Blinds

CDS limited

68, Broad Street, Brinklow, Warwickshire
01788 832655

'"Gary always weighed up his options, especially when he had no choice."
Kevin Keegan

